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About This Game

NOTICE: The game may not work on some system configurations. The problem is rare, but we have some reports.
This is an engine issue (RPG Maker and MKXP) and it's out of our reach, since we only made the game, not the engine

underneath.
Feel free to purchase the game and if you happen to be one of those cases, go ahead and refund it right away.

We apologize for any inconveniences.

Authentic Survival in Nature

Survival in it's purest form, in a deeply simulated world, modeled after nature itself.

Energy preservation

Every step you take and every action you peform costs Energy, you can only replenish by ingesting food. If you run out of
Energy, you run out of luck.

Setup traps to catch wild animals, fish fresh fish, or harvest and replant plants.
Cook fat or eat worms if you have to.

Rehydration

Your body spends water to function, and also to sweat, the only mechanism to cool the body off. Water is life. They say it for a
reason.
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Find fresh water, refill water containers, collect rain water, or produce it from air humidity or salt water.

Body temperature

High temperatures and dry air increase water loss, while low temperatures can cause sickness or even the body to shut down.
Adapt or be left behind.

Shelter from cold or intense sun. Wear clothes to protect from rain, sun or to warm up. Relocate if suited by season.

Simulation: A true model of nature

Planet rotation
Earth tilt, spin and rotation simulation defines sun altitude, allowing for a great diversity of survival locations by latitude.

Survive near Equator for a permanent summer, or close to the Pole to survive nights that last an entire season.

Weather cycle
From water evaporation to cloud formation, thunderstorms, hail, atmospheric pressure differences, dried rivers or snow.

The robust Weather cycle simulator recreates true, ever changing climatic conditions to put yur instincts to test.

Fauna
Fishes and small land animals grow and reproduce. Animals can get pregnant, overpopulate or get extint.

Sustainable survival is key for yourself, the environment, and yourself again.

Flora
Photosynthesis, water absorption, fertilization, hibernation. Plants react to sun and soil humidity as you would expect.

Plant, care and harvest fruits for a slower paced, safer, long term survival.

Fire
Fire burns fuel, based on fuel quantity, wind speed and humidity. Fire increases ambient temperature of small caves.

Fire and heat behaves realistically to make concious choices based on real life behaviors.

Body temperature
Temperature asimilation and air dissipation rate based on air humidity, wind speed and temperature.

The body will Shiver or Sweat to regulate it's temperature, and keep the skin moist if hot dry air rips it away.

On going development

The game is out there and finished. Yet, it isn't "finished".
Now more than ever we want your feedback on balance, new features and content. We want to make the game of your dreams.

Learn more at unveilgame.com

- Features overview
- Full list of features in Unveil
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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This is an extremely beautiful game, and I highly recommend it for children and fans. The voice and animation are a bit off,
however it's notthing too horrible. This is a children's game so the puzzles are simple and charming. Full grown fans like myself
will like to play it to see the story unfold as our three brave heros search for another City of Gold in a far-away land, but I did
grow bored of the simple puzzles after time. However, they are just the right level for younger fans! Nine stolen cheese wheels
out of ten, mainly because the animation, but lovely, is kinda... off.. Really fun to play GG :D. a fun lite napoleonic game - its
much like the Hexwar strategy games, but this one is better i find in that the animations are more pleasant and i think there are
more possibilities for how to win than in the hexwar games.
The game mechanics of course are more like panzer corps than SSI's Battles of Napoleon, - the most irksome is probably that
only one unit can occupy a square, even though a square itself can be quite large on the battlefield - so its some level of
abstraction one must expect with a game like this.
I recommend this one nevertheless for those who like all things napoleonic and dont mind it when the game is at best bearing a
napoleonic flavour rather than being historically accurate.. Terrible game, terrible port

They are giving PS4 and Xbox balance patches but not PC. Game also runs like hot doo doo. Bow portal ^^, pretty fun ^^
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i love shmups, i almost let this one pass me by. it just didnt look interesting to me. but it was on sale and the reviews seemed
pretty positive. the game mechanics and controls are pretty darn good. its fast and frentic, at first i said to myself the graphics
are kinda awful, but after playing, you lose sight of that really quickly. too much dodging to just keep up. its a pretty hard game,
but once you get the hang of it you start asking yourself how did i ever survive that wave of bullets. its a very satisfying
experience.. This game is almost casual. Almost. Play is quick and clean. It is more an abstraction then a sim - and it is well
done. Totally worth the price tag.. tl;dr version first: this game is a waste of time.

The tutorial is ridiculous and has too much in-universe fluff. I don't mine Rogue-Likes if there's a point to it. This game is quite
pointless, however, as the difficulty in missions make no sense early on. There's no real way to earn any progress, the store
where you're supposed to upgrade your units is broken, and there are far too many glitches to count. At one point, my character
got stuck in the far-right, bottom of the screen and is completely unable to do anything. Meanwhile, this zombie with a machine
gun, dressed up as a police officer, has decimated my entire team. But there's nothing that I can do except to go back to the
Title. The lack of in-game manual is substituted by hitting the "Tab" key to get some vague explanations about features that you
can't even use.. Very nice game except you cant close it!, I love everytrhing about it except going into control panel to end this
thing. Bejeweled 2 Deluxe is a classic match-3 game, which has held up well over time. In it, you are presented with a series of
maps which have a variety of jewels of different shapes\/colors, and can swap any two adjacent tiles in order to get three in a
row, which will cause them to disappear and those above them to fall, potentially causing a cascade. Additionally, getting either
4 or 5 in a row will provide special power ups which can also help.

In addition to the classic "high score" mode, there's a variety of other levels with puzzles where you try to clear the board, etc.

It holds up well after all this time, and is certainly worth the asking price (or especially a sale price) if you're looking for some
classic match-3 fun.. There is a gas crater in Turkmenistan which has been on fire for over 40 years.

This game belongs in there.
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